
VOCABULARY: Heroes

What makes someone a hero?   (Anticipation)    What words would you expect?   

VERBS: "Someone who....." /   "Somebody who you …."

ADJECTIVES: "Someone who is ..."

NOUNS: "You can judge a hero from his/her..."

What makes someone a hero?   (Listening)   What words do you hear?  

• "I think a hero would be someone who... __________________ their _________________ or 

________________ in a ____________________ way to help _________________ ."

• "Um, I'd think... somebody who ________________ (like) many people who can _____________ 

people (like) _______________ and _________________, maybe.

• "I think somebody is a hero when they are somebody that you _____________ to be ____________ 

or when they make a ________________ in your _______________ for the _________________."

• "Well, I think somebody's a hero if they __________   ___________ of their ___________ to help 

somebody _____________ and they don't ______________ anything from it and they're 

____________ it from the ___________________ of their _______________"

• "Someone's a hero if they _______________ other people... I think someone who's _____________ 

to _____________  people who ________________ help, who...    I don't know... 

who don't necessarily have it all ________________ and who are less _____________________."

What makes someone a hero?   (Formulating a personal definition)   What words would YOU use?  

       In my opinion, 
 Personally, I'd say    a hero... _______________________________________________________
In my point of view,                 
                                                ________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________



VOCABULARY: Heroes

ANSWER SHEET
What makes someone a hero?   (Anticipation)    What words would you expect?   

VERBS: "Someone who....." /   "Somebody who you …."
saves people admire
helps respect a lot
cares trust
achieves ETC... count on ETC...
loves (want to) imitate
thinks about others love

ADJECTIVES: "Someone who is …/ is not..."
stronger better  kind(er) loving  
selfless generous helpful caring
not selfish not afraid brave giving
ready to help people courageous ETC...

NOUNS: "You can judge a hero from his/her..."
thoughts heart kindness duties/acts/deeds behavior
respect (of others) values accomplishments ETC...

What makes someone a hero?   (Listening)   What words do you hear?  

"I think a hero would be someone who... sacrifices their reputation or life in a selfless way to help 
others."
"Um, I'd think... somebody who inspires (like) many people who can give people (like) hope and 
dream, maybe.
"I think somebody is a hero when they are somebody that you want to be like or when they make a 
change in your life for the better."
"Well, I think somebody's a hero if they go out of their way to help somebody else and they don't 
gain anything from it and they're doin' it from the kindness of their heart."
"Someone's a hero if they save other people... I think soemone who's willing to help people who 
need help who I don't know who don't necessarily have it all together and who are less fortunate."

What makes someone a hero?   (Formulating a personal definition)   What words would YOU use?  

       In my opinion, 
 Personally, I'd say    a hero...   
In my point of view,


